LD

LIGHT DUTY

A CARGO VAN, PICK-UP TRUCK & PASSENGER VEHICLE SOLUTION

REDUCE COSTS, OPTIMIZE YOUR FLEET
AND PROTECT YOUR DRIVERS
MiFleet provides instant awareness of your overall ﬂeet performance and productivity.
Increase customer satisfaction, lower fuel costs, reduce aggressive driver behavior &
increase your bottom line with alerts, notiﬁcations, reports and vehicle
operating/performance information.
Real-Time Monitoring
Remotely Manage your delivery vehicles with accurate, up to
the minute location information.
Alerts & Notiﬁcations
Be notiﬁed of triggered events such as delivery conﬁrmations,
driver emergencies & arrival/departure times.
Vehicle Location Management
Monitor the location of your delivery vehicles & make better
scheduling decisions based on their location.
Improve Driver Safety
Improve driver safety and reduce up to 66% of driving habits
that lead to accidents.
Geofence Boundaries
Customize highly frequented delivery & retail locations and
be alerted when vehicles arrive & depart.
Lower Fuel Costs
Reduce fuel consumption by lowering idle time and driving
behavior.
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LIGHT DUTY

A CARGO VAN, PICK-UP TRUCK & PASSENGER VEHICLE SOLUTION

USE CASES

CONSTRUCTION

INCREASE ASSET UTILIZATION, REDUCE FUEL CONSUMPTION & PREVENT THEFT

C

Whether you're on the job site or oﬀ, MiFleet has you covered with tailored solutions which
monitor your ﬂeet's performance, eﬃciency and location. With a wide range of device styles and
conﬁgurations, MiFleet can alert you of excess idling, prevent theft with starter interrupt,
calculate engine run time and even alert you of vehicle arrival & departures.

SERVICES & TRADES

LOWER COSTS, INCREASE EFFICIENCY & CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

ST

MiFleet is tailored to assist you in overall cost reduction and increased customer satisfaction.
Our reports, alerts and live monitoring of your ﬂeet keeps your business in check, drivers safe
and expenses in line, while improving your customer's overall experience with estimated time of
arrivals & location sharing.

DELIVERY

PROTECT YOUR DRIVERS, INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

DL

MiFleet gives you peace of mind with the ability to ensure customers are satisﬁed and employees
are protected. GPS & Dash Cam solutions are tools for your business to improve performance,
customer satisfaction and overall business operations. Resolve customer conﬂicts with proof of
delivery and location validation.

CANNABIS

MANAGE YOUR DELIVERY OPERATIONS

CB

The cannabis industry has grown massively and continues to do so at the same momentum.
Transporting large shipments to cannabis stores or delivering orders to customers has risks
involved. It is important to protect your drivers and operations. MiFleet GPS tracking systems can
help protect you as well as increase on-time delivery, reduce fuel costs, and increase productivity.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Phone: (866) MIFLEET
Email: sales@miﬂeet.us
www.MiFleet.us

